PERFECT SENSE is a visionary technology company created to deliver enterprise web content
management solutions in a more impactful way. We built and now actively support Brightspot, a content
management engine built for high volume digital content. Perfect Sense employs 140 product and
technology professionals and Brightspot powers enterprise web properties across the globe.
Fueled by the volume, velocity and variety of digital content, Government entities now have a digital
content management problem to solve, in order to manage mission critical concerns, as well as to enable
effective citizen engagement and online access to Government programs. We deliver an innovative
platform that integrates extensive operational knowledge, proven best practices, and applied cost
savings. We are nimble, knowledgeable and flexible; able to quickly respond to client direction and
changing requirements.
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Contact Information
12120 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, VA 20190-5904
www.perfectsensedigital.com
www.brightspot.com
Melchior Baltazar
melchior@brightspot.com
Tel. 703.851.6530

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
PERFECT SENSE specializes in delivering complex
digital projects across numerous workstreams and
disciplines within a short timeline. We navigate and
manage multiple dependencies to create courses of
action to achieve our partners’ vision and objectives.
PERFECT SENSE employees have extensive
experience in software development, integration,
installation, and leading-edge design efforts with
some of the largest companies in the world.
PERFECT SENSE provides product strategy and
development, experience and visual design, multiplatform software development, content services,
SEO analysis, and 24x7 cloud hosting and
operations.
ENTERPRISE WEB APPLICATION PRODUCTS
BRIGHTSPOT Content Management Solutions
allows editors to create, publish and deliver great
digital experiences on a platform scalable for millions
of assets and millions of users.
MEDIA DESK Digital Asset Management Solutions
unifies and updates digital asset metadata across all
data bases, seamlessly bringing all assets under one
GUI and enabling access to consolidated digital
content in real time.
GYRO Automated Cloud-based Solutions
automates the building of cloud-based infrastructures,
making operations tasks more efficient and
manageable.

